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A simple trick I wish someone had told me 10 years ago
Are you all ready for something you wish you knew ages ago (or, in my case, a DECADE ago)?  Open up a portal
in your favorite instance and go to:

System Administration->Configuration->Additional Settings->Startup

Scroll down to "Terminal Prompt" and click 'Edit'.  This allows you to edit what you see on your terminal prompt. 
You can change that to my current setting: 8,3,2

What does this do?  It adds your instance name for your prompt.  So now your prompt can look like:

DEVELOPMENT:USER>

Congratulations, you will now NEVER be in the wrong instance again (remember the last time you were trying to fix
a bug and you couldn't get things to work and you wasted the better part of an hour only to realize you were in the
wrong Terminal the entire time?).  There are other useful bits there - but you can read about it in the page.  There
is (obviously) a cpf parameter for this, under the [Startup] tag: TerminalPrompt=8,3,2.

Your portal options are more limited, but you can have a header on the page depending on the type of system.  Go
to:

System Administration->Configuration->System Configuration->Memory and Startup
 

and change the "System Mode" to be the appropriate value.  How sweet is that!?

Thanks to @Mark Hanson for showing me this setting, and to @Jenny Ames  for encouraging me to post this on
the DC.

Edit: Many in the comments have said they're using 1,3,2 (Host,Instance,Namspace) with the 8 (transaction level)
thrown in somewhere.  I think this makes a lot of sense.  Obviously you should use the combo that works best for
you, but I wanted to outline one that gives all the information you might need to identify an instance.

 

Edit 2: OH NO!  @John Murray pointed this out YEARS ago and I missed it!  Sorry, John!!!

https://community.intersystems.com/post/where-am-i-adding-extra-information-terminal-prompt
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